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To go to chapters or projects, click on the headings
here, use the Bookmark links (click on the icon at
the top left of the Adobe Reader window) or scroll
through the page Thumbnails (click on the icon next
to the Bookmarks).
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Usin g th is e b ook : t i p s
• There is lots of helpful information on downloading, opening and reading this ebook (and transferring
it to your iPad) on our website. Go to:
https://www.vivebooks.com/important-info/
and
https://www.vivebooks.com/faq/.
• On a computer, (Mac or PC) read this ebook using Adobe Reader. Your computer may have other
programs set as the default pdf reader but they are
unlikely to play the embedded video. Download and
install the latest version of Adobe Reader.
• Browse through this ebook by scrolling through
the pages as with any document, or by using the
Adobe Reader Bookmarks (like an interactive contents list) and page Thumbnails – they will take you
quickly to the chapter, project or page you need
when you click on that page or project in the list.
These Bookmarks and Thumbnails are activated
by clicking on their icons (looking like tiny pages) at the top left of your Adobe Reader window.

Northern Lights Cushion

• The Contents list on page 3 is interactive. Click
on any of the chapters in the list to go to that page.

•

Use the search facility to find specific words.

• To play a video, click on its image. You may
be directed to download and install Flash player – if
so, do this. Wait a few seconds for the video to start.
A controller will appear underneath so that you can
play/start/stop etc. To close the video and go back to
the pages, click on the top right corner of the video
screen.

• Use links to go directly to other pages within this
ebook or to web pages. Click on the links, shown in
blue, eg: Linzi Upton's Facebook page to go to that
website (when online).
• So that you can quickly find the page you
were last viewing, activate the 'Previous View' and
'Next View' buttons on your toolbar, to act like
the Back and Forward button on your Internet
browser. Go to View > Show/Hide > Toolbar Items
> Page Navigation, and select the Previous View
and Next View tools to appear on your toolbar.

• Copy the PDF file to your computer's hard disk,
if you bought it on a disk – it will work faster from
there. If you have any problems printing from this file
or viewing the video, the first thing to try is downloading and installing the latest version of Adobe
Reader (even if you already have the latest version).

• Use the zoom tool to zoom in on close-up
details in photographs, and see them greatly en- • On iPhone, iPad, Android devices and Kindle Fire,
larged. Activate the 'Marquee zoom' to drag currently the best pdf reader is ezPDFReader, which
a box around the area you want to enlarge. will play the embedded video (Adobe Reader for
these devices will not play the embedded video, at
• Print out pages for easy reference. The pages time of publication of this ebook). For more informaprint out well on A4 and US Letter paper sizes.
tion, see www.vivebooks.com/important-info/.
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I n t ro d u c t i on

My mission in Deviant Modern Machine Quilting
is to make you believe that there are no hard and
fast rules in quilting. Any rules you have learnt can
be bent or broken! Quilting should give the freedom
to express your creativity using whatever ideas or
materials take your fancy.
It should be possible to take your inspiration from
anywhere, mull over an idea for a while, then adapt
or personalise it to suit your capabilities and choice
of fabrics.
The Deviant Quilting approach should give you the
confidence to be inspired by the colours and texture
of your local landscape, for instance, rather than being
confined to following a prescriptive pattern. You can
make anything as off-the-wall as you please or just
make a book cover if that is what you want to do.
Crazy Circles Notebook Cover
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introduction

The Quilted Yurt in Pitcowdens Wood, Durris, Scotland
I used to aspire to re-creating traditional quilt designs,
which I found difficult, but now I enjoy working on my
unique style, which is as individual as my handwriting.
It's my hope that the idiosyncratic mix of techniques
and practical projects in Deviant Quilting will inspire
you to develop your own fusion of skills and ideas,
and to create more individual quilts.
Linzi Upton
www.thequiltquine.com
At Festival of Quilts 2013 with
Henge of Celtic Quilted Totems
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introduction

The Quilted Coracle on the Dee. Spandex and
chamois quilted cover with hand-sewn beads;
wickerwork by Helen Jackson

LINKS
See also my video Introduction to this ebook
on YouTube (I will be putting further videos on
YouTube, so keep in touch.)
I would love to hear about your Deviant Quilting
projects. Contact me through my Facebook page.
or my website:

www.thequiltquine.com
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Linzi's P h i l os op h y of
Pa tc h w o rk a n d Q u i l t i ng
Some of my very rough sketches
and notes

I am often inspired by my local
landscape while out walking my dogs
Outright rebellion has never been my style since
I find that it is easier to avoid confrontation, but I
have always been slightly subversive. I used to wear
green shoes to school, write English essays in brown
ink and land myself in trouble for using my initiative.
The fact is that I like to do things my own way. I am
hopeless at following a pattern or a map.
As a quilter, I am mostly self taught. I have attended a
few classes here and there to study new techniques
and sometimes these confirmed what I did not really
want to learn. I am not an artist or a seamstress but
I experiment with textiles and enjoy the continual
development of my skills and ideas. I make very rough
sketches or notes when I have an inkling for a project
but these are very fluid plans that are subject to
change, depending on how the project evolves.
Inspiration can come from anywhere at any time, frequently around 4am or when I am cooking supper.
There is no doubt that I am influenced by my environment. Walking my dogs every morning, surrounded by hills, wild bracken and hunks of ancient granite,
gives me uninterrupted thinking time.
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fabrics and colours
C o lo u rs
When I first became interested in quilts I admired
Amish and Welsh quilts with their solid backgrounds
contrasted with strong, bold colours. These days my
stash contains mostly unprinted solids because it is
so easy to mix them with shot cottons or silks, plain
linens and hand-dyed fabrics. I deliberately select
these plain fabrics to create a blank canvas for my
quilting.

I collect plain fabrics as they make the perfect background
for my quilting

12

S k et c h b ooks

Fancy covers on my notebooks. Note the embellishment with braid, machine
embroidery and crochet
There are many inspiring courses on how to make
and keep creative sketchbooks, with beautiful colourwashed pages and découpage. You can even take a
book-binding class and learn to stitch the pages
together by hand. Although I admire these works of
art, I find them rather intimidating since my own art

skills are limited. Instead, I make quilted and embellished slip-covers for my sketchbooks so that they
look inviting from the outside. These covers have
large pockets where I can keep receipts, postcards,
business cards, or pages that I have surreptitiously
torn from in-flight magazines.

24

Pr inciple s of Ma c h i n e
Qu i l t i n g

Freestyle quilting with neon thread

34

principles of machine quilting
Q uil t i n g o n a D o me s tic S ew ing Mach in e
Technically speaking, machine quilting could be done
on any sewing machine, even an old Singer treadle
machine, but the job is far more pleasurable if you
have a machine that you enjoy using! Ideally, this is a
machine in good working order with an instruction
manual, and as large a throat space as possible, if you
are tackling anything larger than a cushion cover. I like
my machine to be sunk flat into the table so there is
no drag on the fabric. Otherwise, you should attach an
extension platform to the free-arm of your machine.

s t r a i g h t l i n e q u i lt i n g

A walking foot, also known as even-feed or dual-feed
foot, is essential for any straight line quilting. I was
very put-off machine quilting as a novice when the
three layers of my quilts would shift and pucker underneath the utility foot of the sewing machine. The
walking foot counteracts the feed dogs, so the layers
feed through evenly.

f r e e - m ot i o n q u i lt i n g

Free-motion quilting on a domestic sewing machine
is like moving a sheet of paper around under a stationary pen (the threaded needle). It is possible, but
not advisable, to free-motion quilt by dropping the
feed dogs and just shoving the quilt around under a
bare threaded needle without a foot being attached.
This is a really bad idea because it would be very easy
to sew over your fingers and it is difficult to maintain
good thread tension.
You really need a spring-loaded free-motion quilting
foot. These can be fiddly to attach on some sewing
machines since the whole shank may need to be
swapped over using a screwdriver. (This is why an
instruction manual can come in handy.) Bernina
machines have a simpler method of swapping feet.
You may have the luxury of using two machines so
you can keep one machine set up for piecing and one
always ready to quilt.

Quilting gear at the ready
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principles of machine quilting

The Bubbles or Pebbles design on a
domestic sewing machine. It reminds
me of a clump of frogspawn. I love
the texture that this creates on a quilt

Taking a break from quilting!
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principles of machine quilting

My practice piece with sample quilting designs. I will use this to
make a Wee Bag or Notebook Cover
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principles of machine quilting
p u t t i n g i t to g e t h e r

The main thing is to relax, have fun and take the time
to practise, a lot. Watch my video demonstrations on
YouTube of longarm quilting in stitch regulated mode,
and longarm quilting in manual mode. You will see
that I can work faster in manual mode, but this takes
practice. Notice that the designs are largely based
on the same squiggles that I 'drew' on the domestic
sewing machine.

On the longarm quilter I use the same spirals, spiky lines, loopies, shells,
coral and geometric maze that I first stitched on my domestic machine
54

principles of machine quilting
this), and you have to change hands so that you
can stitch all round the template. See video demonstration on YouTube.

longarm circles

I use a couple of methods for making longarm circles,
demonstrated in videos on YouTube:
•

The circlemaker gadget uses a similar principle
to the drawing pin and cork method on the
domestic machine, enabling me to create a
series of concentric circles. This is definitely my
favourite method. See my video demonstration
on YouTube.

•

Acrylic templates in various circle sizes are
available. You also need an acrylic ruler base
to provide a flat platform for your hand when
holding the templates. The disadvantage of this
method is that the templates have a habit of slithering around on the fabric (sticky dots help with

These circles can be placed within blocks, or they
can be positioned randomly on a modern wholecloth
quilt. On some of my quilts I like to paint the area
between two circles that are close together, creating
a band of contrast.
Once I have my circles, I can then fill in between them
with quilting, as in the photo below. There is a video
demonstration of this on YouTube.
There is another video demonstration on YouTube
that shows how the in-fill quilting is really handy for
disguising any wobbles in your circles!

Circles created with the circlemaker (left) and templates (right). Quilting fills and
decorates the areas between the circles and outside/between them
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Ut ility Q u i l t B i n d i n g

A small practice piece with sample binding (see the video demonstration on
YouTube). This has strips joined with both slanted and straight seams to show
the two styles. I have decorated the binding with machine embroidery
All quilts have to have finished edges, so here is my preferred method.
There is a video demonstration on YouTube.
•

Measure the perimeter of your finished quilt and add another 20 in
to that figure. For example: 60 in square quilt will have perimeter of
240 in so the length of binding that should be made is 260 in

•

Cut 2¼ in wide strips off a bolt of fabric. Most bolts are 42 in across,
so 6 strips should be enough for our sample 60 in square quilt.
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C e l ti c C ircles
Wal l h a n g i n g
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celtic circles wallhanging

Celtic Circles was one of the original, simple Yurt panels that worked
so well. The patchwork was basic, using a charm pack of shot cottons.
Planning was simple – when I had used all the charm squares, I added a
border!
It was enhanced by more complex quilting, using the circle motif that
was so central to the entire project and a random square maze that
features in the graphics of many ancient cultures. I painted the ¼ in concentric circles for added emphasis.
Celtic Circles was one of only two Yurt panel designs to be repeated, so
that the original one could be sent to the USA as part of the American
Yurt Collection, and also because it was one of my favourite pieces.
The second version remained in the UK for the Scottish Yurt. It varies
slightly from the original in that it does not have side borders.
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The original Celtic Circles Yurt panel
is shown here on the right
(previous page) Celtic Circles
Wallhanging (31 × 54 in)

C razy C i r c l e s
N o tebo ok C ov e r
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M et a l l i c Mi n i
W h o lec l ot h Q u i l t

76

N o rth e r n L i g h t s
C u s h io n ( P i l l ow )

82

We e B a g s

90

Zan y T a b l e Ru n n e r

One of the most fun toys of the
1970s was the Spirograph, which
created cool, atomic designs,
except when the biro inevitably
slipped out of place and mucked
up the whole drawing. You can
draw similar inter-locking circle
patterns with compasses, then you
can colour them in – it's just about
the only exciting application I can
think of for geometry.
The Zany Table Runner is a fun
combination of designing cool
patterns then colouring them in
with thread and paint.
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Beaded L e a t h e r B a g s

My erstwhile friend, Mo gave me a white goatskin to
quilt. I saved it for ages, trying to decide what to do
with it. Eventually, I came up with the idea of making
symbolic tree totems for each of the ancient Celtic
seasons. It was customary for ancient Celts to carry
out sacrifices or leave votive offerings at henges, stone
circles and holy wells. I decided that my Imaginary
Celt could have left a treasured possession such as a
beautifully tanned goatskin wrapped around the tree
totem. To make it even more special they could have
encrusted it with precious gemstones and beads.

megaliths. I sewed individual gemstones around some
of the circles with nylon thread and a tiny, bendy
needle, cursing if either the thread or needle snapped
before each ring was complete. I took my projects
with me when I waited for the kids at swimming,
piano or dancing lessons because attaching the beads
by hand was a long, slow process.

Curious people asked what I was making and
suggested that I should try making handbags because
that would be more practical than art for an
Imaginary Celt. These beaded leather projects give
I quilted circles onto the leather skins and filled them you the option of making a sacrificial offering or a
with patterns inspired by marks left behind on stone useful evening bag . . .
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114

S pa n de x P ou f f e – N ot
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123

L in z i Up t on

As a child I loved fabric and haberdashery shops.
The sounds of ripping fabric and the sight of the
enormous scissors were so exciting. My mother did
a lot of dressmaking and tried to encourage me to
follow suit but I never seemed to be able to understand the instructions.

the instructions. I was a bit discouraged that the
pieces that were perfectly triangular when cut out
with scissors did not match up with the other pieces
and they certainly did not have any points.

My first quilts were made from a metre of print fabric
on the front, fuzzy polyester wadding and a piece of
As a student I did a lot of sewing to disguise the grotty fabric on the back. The edges of the back got folded
décor of my surroundings. Lumpy foam cushions over the front, sewn down and that was it!
were covered in Liberty prints and a bath that lacked
a panel wore a made-to-measure gingham skirt. This I made several pairs of curtains after I bought a basic
was mostly done by hand; I only knew about running sewing machine from the Co-op, then I had another go
stitch and slip stitch.
at patchwork using squares and strips. These looked
more like proper quilts and even had packaged bias
I have always been fascinated by patchwork and after binding attached.The pieces still did not really line up
a visit to the American Museum in Bath, I bought a nicely, attempts at quilting always meant battling with
book on folk quilts. I had a go without really reading bulky layers and large puckers seemed unavoidable.
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Th e S t or y of t h e
Qu ilt ed Sm a r t C a r

Int ro d u c t i o n by Judi Me nde ls s o h n
In August 2010, I had a very unusual phone call
– actually, it was really obscure. A PR company,
working on behalf of Mercedes Smart Cars, were
working on a campaign to launch a special edition
pink model that would be released in October to
coincide with Breast Cancer Awareness month, with
donations from those sales going towards breast
cancer charities.

working on her patchwork yurt earlier in the year, I
responded that possibly, I just might . . .
By the time we saw each other at the Festival of
Quilts, I approached Linzi with, 'By the way, I’ve got
this really odd idea to talk to you about . . .'

She replied, 'Smart Car?' Someone had already been
in touch with her and she had actually dismissed the
They had come up with the idea of a Smart Car idea as a hoax.
Cosy, i.e. a full size patchwork cover for a smart
car, made in pink fabrics donated by celebrities. Shortly after the first approach, the PR repreNot only that, but they would also like to film the sentative who had originally spoken to me left the
making and then speed it up into a fast time-lapse company. During late August and early September
recording of the construction. Did I know of anyone Linzi and I had a lot of conversations, mostly really
who could help? Having been to see Linzi Upton excited about the prospect but unbelievably frus138
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